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Beautiful hanging chairs, loungers and daybeds are the passion of Studio Stirling. 

They are made from steel and are strong and durable. Each one is made by hand and it allows

for each piece to have individualism and uniqueness in some of the pattern detailing due to the

variance of craftsmanship. They are ideal for inside or outside use and look gorgeous on a deck, patio,

hanging from a branch of a tree or anywhere indoors. A variety of designs and cushion choices are

available. Custom and exclusive designs can be discussed.
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Cape Cobra - Single Reclinerwww.studiostirling.co.za



Cape Cobra - Single Reclinerwww.studiostirling.co.za



Cape Cobra - Single Recliner Lounger on base standwww.studiostirling.co.za
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Nest Egg - JOZI Style - inspired by Johannesburg, the city of goldwww.studiostirling.co.za



www.studiostirling.co.za Nest Egg - JOZI Style - inspired by Johannesburg, the city of gold



Bubble - sunray pattern -  left, star - rightwww.studiostirling.co.za



Bubble  - Sunray with cushions  - left, half and half pattern - rightwww.studiostirling.co.za



Bubble hanging chair  www.studiostirling.co.za
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Leaf  - with Vein patternwww.studiostirling.co.za
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Leaf Lounger on Base Standwww.studiostirling.co.za
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Melon - ideal for conversation where you can face each other, 
and both fit, while still enjoying the environment you are in.www.studiostirling.co.za



Seed Pod and Wave (top left) Pod (round corners - bottom left) 
Wave (square corners - right)www.studiostirling.co.za



Pod (left) & Wave (right) Lounger on Base Standwww.studiostirling.co.za



Basket - Twig (left) & Circle (right)www.studiostirling.co.za



Cross Stitch Embroidered hanging chairwww.studiostirling.co.za



Cross Stitch Embroidered  Hanging Chairwww.studiostirling.co.za
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Big Basket Day Bed (Left) and  Big Basket Hanging Chair  (right)www.studiostirling.co.za



Sling - black, white, copper & silverwww.studiostirling.co.za



Sling - Face of Africawww.studiostirling.co.za



Sling - Embossed Leaveswww.studiostirling.co.za



Sling - Geometrics - deconstructed Giraffe www.studiostirling.co.za



Cushions are available in various options
– we have indoor as well as outdoor,

sun and water resistant fabric. www.studiostirling.co.za



Swings: Butterfly and Cloudwww.studiostirling.co.za



Swings: Feather and Leafwww.studiostirling.co.za



Double Swing: Wingwww.studiostirling.co.za



a bit about the team
Joanina - designer:
A design and advertising guru as it were, Joanina is one of a kind, full house. Having earned her
position as Head of Creative at LOWE Cross Colours she has proved herself numerous times, with
many local and international awards as evidence. Joanina sat on the judging panels of both local
and international award ceremonies including the highly prestigious Cannes Advertising Festival,
the New York Festivals and Loeries. She has been asked to be the President of the Design Category
for the London International Awards in 2014 and was delighted to be included in the Cannes Advertising 
Festival judging jury for the Design category in ‘15 as well as the Dubai Lynx in ‘16 and A Award in ‘17.

Innovation and audaciousness are part of her character, always challenging the norms and finding
creative solutions that enhance the identity and personality of a brand. Highly energetic, she loves 
to devour all forms of visual communication and is a keen observer of the latest trends.  She enjoys
doing interior design projects to extend and further implement her branding vision and has done
several projects in South Africa and the UK. She has always had a love for beautiful objects and is now
designing hanging furniture - a passion that she has had for a long time. She can fondly remember
coming back from a trip to London once with a hanging chair in tow. She now supplies selective stores
in the USA and Europe.

David - photographer and curious wannabe inventor
This being a husband and wife team - definitely a double whammy! David being a photographer,
certainly has an eye - and an aesthetic one at that. He is enjoying extending his talent into creating three 
dimensional objects. He is down to earth and practical which is a definite plus and being certainly more 
than ‘handy’ assists with lots technically. On occasion even had to dig deep to find some of that Boy Scout 
training in figuring out the tieing of some of the specialised knots needed in the rope for hanging some 
of the models. Its been huge fun to work together on some of the challenging pieces. Have a look at the 
beautiful pictures of the chairs on the website - www.studiostirling.co.za



No 10 Stirling Street, Waverley,  2090, Johannesburg, South Africa

Joanina Pastoll
+27 (0) 83 677 1020
joanina@studiostirling.co.za

contact us:

https://www.instagram.com/studiostirling/

https://www.facebook.com/studiostirling/

https://za.pinterest.com/studiostirling/

http://www.houzz.com/pro/studiostirling

https://www.architonic.com/en/microsite/studio-stirling/3104719
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No 10 Stirling Street, Waverley,  2090, Johannesburg, South Africa

Nolene Nel
+27 (0) 82 520 0697
nolene@studiostirling.co.za

contact us:

https://www.instagram.com/studiostirling/

https://www.facebook.com/studiostirling/

https://za.pinterest.com/studiostirling/

http://www.houzz.com/pro/studiostirling

https://www.architonic.com/en/microsite/studio-stirling/3104719
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